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PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME
Over the past ten years, many of our 
classrooms have become very interesting 
because of the cultural backgrounds that 
compose the makeup of our students. In 
so many cases it is an introduction to 
countries we have never visited and, 
because of that, there is so much to 
share--and so much to learn. As teachers, 
our knowledge and understanding of each 
child?s background, values, and cultures 
need to be researched so that this 
information can be incorporated into our 
lessons.  M aking the school year inclusive 
of each background doubles the learning 
experiences.
 
Keeping within the core standards of 
reading, there are multiple ways to 
include a variety of cultures into the 
classroom:  creating multicultural clubs, 
researching famous people from chosen 
heritages, utilizing Digital Storytelling to 
capture immigration tales, creating 
fairytale units around the Cinderella  
theme, and preparing a slide presentation 
after a trip abroad--this could be a literal 
trip or a virtual one--are a few of the ideas
that could be easily implemented.

For those who  seemingly do not have as 
much diversity present and wish to 
include a variety of cultures in their 
classrooms, the Internet can be used for a 
virtual exchange.  It is important to be 
able to connect students from around the
world with our classrooms. 

This edition of Ohio Voices encourages 
you to think about our students.  N o two 
students are alike:  they may differ in 
regards to culture, ability, or guidance. 
While all of these differences may not be 
categorized under the stereotypical 
definition of diversity, they make our 
classrooms unique worlds that have 
varying inhabitants.  Part of our job is to 
help the citizens of our scholastic worlds 
support and appreciate one another.

As children grow and mature with 
positive attitudes towards one another, 
they will have social skills that not only 
accept, but also applaud individuality. 
Creative teachers, by offering various 
ways for children to learn about each 
other, create an understanding of 
differences and allow children to 
experience an enriched collaborative 
classroom where appreciation, acceptance, 
and inclusion occur.  If you are interested 
in learning about diversity (and all that 
word implies), please attend our annual 
conference. "Diversity: Recognizing and 
N urturing the M asterpieces Within All of 
Our Students" will take place February 
2-3, 2017, at the Doubletree Hotel in 
Worthington, Ohio.  

Virginia M cCormac 
OCTELA President 

Vir g inia  Mc Cor mac
OCT ELA  Pr esident
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N oah Waspe
          
 

Every summer, I try to learn something new, and I usually 
succeed.

Ten summers ago, I used my time between school years to 
figure out how to play a trumpet.  The goal: to nail the trumpet 
solo in Donovan?s ?M ellow Yellow.?  Achievement unlocked.

Eight summers ago, I set out to ride a skateboard with 
confidence.  M y end of course benchmark:  skateboard to the 
end of the street without making the wobbly-arms-losing-my 
balance gesture.  It had to be fluid.  Achievement unlocked.

Four summers ago, I set out to improve the way I weave writing 
into project work with students.  I took a class with the Ohio 
Writing Project.  Achievement--still working on it, but much, 
much better!

This summer, I started grad school with the goal of learning 
how to do action research in order to start writing about the 
things that are happening in my class.  I entered the Ohio 
Writing Project?s M AT program, and took their famous four 
week Teaching of Writing workshop.  Achievement...under 
way.  Full disclosure: I?m actually writing this piece as part of 
my final portfolio for this very class.  

At this point, you may notice something that looks like an 
increase my summer learning goal seriousness over the years.  
This increase in seriousness could easily be mistaken for an
increase in maturity.  Believe me, it is not.  

*  *  *

?It?s a total load of [garbage]--you know that, right?? I said, 
?O.D.D., A.D.D., A.D.H .D., they?re, like, these accusations 
adults hurl at children for disobeying--but they never stop to 
reflect whether the kid might be right to revolt.  They never 
stop to think about what they are doing to set the kid off!  I?m 
just exhausted at listening to people who refuse to reflect...?

It?s funny to me now, that I can?t even remember who made the 
comment that fired me up--nor do I remember when it was 
made.  N or can I recall the context.  I promise it?s not a cop-out 
to protect any individual.  I?ve simply forgotten--straight up. 
Perhaps it was an indelible moment with an upset teacher in the 
faculty lounge, or maybe it was just all in my head?

M y wife checks into the conversation mid-rant.  Her B.S. 
detector is going off, and she peers at me over her glasses, 
?N oah, you have A.D.H .D., and it?s not because any teacher 
hurled an accusation at you,? she says.  ?You weren?t even 
diagnosed until you were an adult.  How do you explain that??

?N o, you don?t get it.  Like, when a doctor tells...or diagnoses 
you with A.D.H .D. or O.D.D., that?s legit.  I?m talking 
about--?  

?Wait,? she says.  I think she?s going to give me a way out, but 
instead she gives me a shovel, hoping I?ll dig myself deeper into 
this hole I?ve started, ?What?s O.D.D.?? 

The truth is, I only have a cursory knowledge, at best, but this 
term, O.D.D., is tossed around so casually among some in my 
profession, I?ve never really stopped to think about whether I 
really know what it is.  Unfortunately for me, I have, seconds 
ago, stated a pretty strong claim, acting as a moral authority on 
the topic, so my choices were suck it up and admit I?m not 
totally sure, or keep digging.

?It?s Objecti--or umm.  N o...Oppositional Defiant Disorder!?

Her left eyebrow rises slightly, ?So, are you going to explain 
what that is, or...?

I roll my eyes as if I?m tired of explaining it because I?m such an 
expert, ?...Sure.?  I pause and regain my composure. 
?Basically...imagine a kid tells you he likes ice cream, but then 
lashes out at you and calls you an idiot when you offer some of 
the ice cream you?d brought along. That?s O.D.D. in a 
nutshell.?

I deliver the explanation with much fortitude and 
confidence...and with no idea if any of my words can be backed 
by Science (with a capital S).   I try to get a read on whether 
she?s buying any of this, hoping to set aside the metaphorical 
shovel for a bit.

?You know, it sounds like you in a way.? She cracks a half grin, 
?N oah, this all makes sense.  I think that you might have 
O.D.D.!?
 
She?s joking, but in the moment, this ideas does make perfect 
sense to me.  Psychological hypochondria activated, I wonder if 
this is why I relate so well to kids who are defiant.  M aybe this is 
why I disagree with everything that everyone says in staff 
meetings, even the ideas I may have liked yesterday.  Wow. 
What a revelation!  I have O.D.D.!

?You?re dead wrong!? I say.  

We both laugh.  

Well, I laugh, and she rolls her eyes.

*  *  *
 
It?s embarrassing, really.  The way I described it, of course my 
wife and I would come to such a silly conclusion, but in reality, 
O.D.D. is brutal, both for the kids who have to suffer the 
condition and the parents who have to suffer with them.

But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical 
people in a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it 
was me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly 
criticizing kids.  ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in 
my pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework 
assignments for my grad school class, and I found myself 
enthralled by the Vicki Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 
Rights of Every Writer?s opening salvo.  In this essay, Spandel 
kicks things off with a vivid scene from a kayaking excursion in 
which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the birds, not the 
slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how to dive 
under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for 
good pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on 
where it all fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for 
writers to ditch their distractions and spend more time 
experiencing things like nature, I couldn?t help but check out, 
thinking angry thoughts like, ?How dare she assume I would 
like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s 
why I was so excited to take the aforementioned four week 
Ohio Writing Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be 
guaranteed time, away from distraction, to just sit down and 
write.   For me, an avid writer, this class would feel indulgent. It 
would be decadent.  It would also provide several handy 
excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look 
on his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the 
sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, 
where he hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a 
minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his 
laptop very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell 
if you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so 
nicely echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating 
distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending 
time in nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn 
it,? I thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great 
outdoors.  M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like 
this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just 
enjoy your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves 
underfoot, cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank 
goodness, N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little 
hands holding that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate 
squirrels?  One would think that if we could domesticate and 
breed wild wolves into good natured canine hostages, that we 
could do the same thing for an animal as small and cute as a 
squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a 
squirrel to see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my 
own distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my 
second assigned reading for the night, which happened to be 
about an equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing 
Toward Home, Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer 
needs a safe and peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a 
nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic 
bullfighting scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which 
she describes as the place in the ring where the bull is, right 
before it is killed.  Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain 
area of the ring.  Heard then pivots to her thesis that writers also 
need a place that feels safe, a querencia, in order to do their best 
work--but the whole time all I?m thinking is:  Why would I 
ever want querencia?  How well did that safe place work out for 
the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the 
chapter to find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  
Chalk it up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two 
writers, who obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on 
telling me I need to go out into nature to write?  Seriously? 
Georgia Heard wouldn?t last two minutes hiking with me. 
N inety seconds in, and she?d be breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about 
where you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  
Describe it in such clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such 
a thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they 
go?  Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that 
was not this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, 
anything other than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors 
won?t be really reading this all that closely, and I can just throw 
something together a few minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, 
my mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah 
usually does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He 
wonders if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source 
of stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying 
to force inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to 
no avail?  How many times have I sat on the floor, pen 
suspended above composition notebook, empty page staring me 
in the face?  N o.  N o querencia there.  Definitely not my 
?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple 
from the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my 
teaching ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be 
querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I 
always sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down 
writing ideas.  Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the 
times when I became motivated to grade papers or write...the 
second my wife asked me to run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to 
be defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other 
than what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed 
with advanced procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, 
A.D.H .D. does not qualify me to self-apply such a label. On 
top of that, it's disrespectful to kids (and their parents!) who 
really suffer from O.D.D....for me to parade this term around 
like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it 
worse than the way we teachers label children as ?being 
O.D.D.? during casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? 
Is it worse than the way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a 
shield to protect us from having to make large scale change in 
the way we treat kids?  I mean, at least when I misused the 
term, it resulted in research...and, almost as importantly, 
querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you 
head back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if 
you look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that 
Oppositional Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had 
realized.  N ext time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be 
sure to take some time to learn about the condition, and I?ll 
take even more time to get to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to 
understand that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant 
behavior can actually be a person retreating to a safe place, away 
from the dangers of vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

DEFIANCE, SHORT ATTENTION SPANS, 
...AND QUERENCIA?-
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Four summers ago, I set out to improve the way I weave writing into 
project work with students.  I took a class with the Ohio Writing 
Project.  Achievement--still working on it, but much, much better!

This summer, I started grad school with the goal of learning how to 
do action research in order to start writing about the things that are 
happening in my class.  I entered the Ohio Writing Project?s M AT 
program, and took their famous four week Teaching of Writing 
workshop.  Achievement...under way.  Full disclosure: I?m actually 
writing this piece as part of my final portfolio for this very class.  

At this point, you may notice something that looks like an increase 
my summer learning goal seriousness over the years.  This increase 
in seriousness could easily be mistaken for an
increase in maturity.  Believe me, it is not.  

*  *  *

?It?s a total load of [garbage]--you know that, right?? I said, 
?O.D.D., A.D.D., A.D.H .D., they?re, like, these accusations adults 
hurl at children for disobeying--but they never stop to reflect 
whether the kid might be right to revolt.  They never stop to think 
about what they are doing to set the kid off!  I?m just exhausted at 
listening to people who refuse to reflect...?

It?s funny to me now, that I can?t even remember who made the 
comment that fired me up--nor do I remember when it was made.  
N or can I recall the context.  I promise it?s not a cop-out to protect 
any individual.  I?ve simply forgotten--straight up. Perhaps it was an 
indelible moment with an upset teacher in the faculty lounge, or 
maybe it was just all in my head?

M y wife checks into the conversation mid-rant.  Her B.S. detector is 
going off, and she peers at me over her glasses, ?N oah, you have 
A.D.H .D., and it?s not because any teacher hurled an accusation at 
you,? she says.  ?You weren?t even diagnosed until you were an 
adult.  How do you explain that??

?N o, you don?t get it.  Like, when a doctor tells...or diagnoses you 
with A.D.H .D. or O.D.D., that?s legit.  I?m talking about--?  

?Wait,? she says.  I think she?s going to give me a way out, but 
instead she gives me a shovel, hoping I?ll dig myself deeper into this 
hole I?ve started, ?What?s O.D.D.?? 

The truth is, I only have a cursory knowledge, at best, but this term, 
O.D.D., is tossed around so casually among some in my profession, 
I?ve never really stopped to think about whether I really know what 
it is.  Unfortunately for me, I have, seconds ago, stated a pretty 
strong claim, acting as a moral authority on the topic, so my choices 
were suck it up and admit I?m not totally sure, or keep digging.

?It?s Objecti--or umm.  N o...Oppositional Defiant Disorder!?

Her left eyebrow rises slightly, ?So, are you going to explain what 
that is, or...?

I roll my eyes as if I?m tired of explaining it because I?m such an 
expert, ?...Sure.?  I pause and regain my composure. 
?Basically...imagine a kid tells you he likes ice cream, but then lashes 
out at you and calls you an idiot when you offer some of the ice 
cream you?d brought along. That?s O.D.D. in a nutshell.?

I deliver the explanation with much fortitude and confidence...and 
with no idea if any of my words can be backed by Science (with a 
capital S).   I try to get a read on whether she?s buying any of this, 
hoping to set aside the metaphorical shovel for a bit.

?You know, it sounds like you in a way.? She cracks a half grin, 
?N oah, this all makes sense.  I think that you might have O.D.D.!?
 
She?s joking, but in the moment, this ideas does make perfect sense 
to me.  Psychological hypochondria activated, I wonder if this is why 
I relate so well to kids who are defiant.  M aybe this is why I disagree 
with everything that everyone says in staff meetings, even the ideas I 
may have liked yesterday.  Wow. What a revelation!  I have O.D.D.!

?You?re dead wrong!? I say.  

We both laugh.  

Well, I laugh, and she rolls her eyes.

*  *  *
 
It?s embarrassing, really.  The way I described it, of course my wife 
and I would come to such a silly conclusion, but in reality, O.D.D. is 
brutal, both for the kids who have to suffer the condition and the 
parents who have to suffer with them.

But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical people in 
a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it was 
me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly criticizing kids. 
 ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in my 
pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework assignments for my 
grad school class, and I found myself enthralled by the Vicki 
Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 Rights of Every Writer?s opening 
salvo.  In this essay, Spandel kicks things off with a vivid scene from a 
kayaking excursion in which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the 
birds, not the slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how 
to dive under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for good 
pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on where it all 
fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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listening to people who refuse to reflect...?

It?s funny to me now, that I can?t even remember who made the 
comment that fired me up--nor do I remember when it was made.  
N or can I recall the context.  I promise it?s not a cop-out to protect 
any individual.  I?ve simply forgotten--straight up. Perhaps it was an 
indelible moment with an upset teacher in the faculty lounge, or 
maybe it was just all in my head?

M y wife checks into the conversation mid-rant.  Her B.S. detector is 
going off, and she peers at me over her glasses, ?N oah, you have 
A.D.H .D., and it?s not because any teacher hurled an accusation at 
you,? she says.  ?You weren?t even diagnosed until you were an 
adult.  How do you explain that??

?N o, you don?t get it.  Like, when a doctor tells...or diagnoses you 
with A.D.H .D. or O.D.D., that?s legit.  I?m talking about--?  

?Wait,? she says.  I think she?s going to give me a way out, but 
instead she gives me a shovel, hoping I?ll dig myself deeper into this 
hole I?ve started, ?What?s O.D.D.?? 

The truth is, I only have a cursory knowledge, at best, but this term, 
O.D.D., is tossed around so casually among some in my profession, 
I?ve never really stopped to think about whether I really know what 
it is.  Unfortunately for me, I have, seconds ago, stated a pretty 
strong claim, acting as a moral authority on the topic, so my choices 
were suck it up and admit I?m not totally sure, or keep digging.

?It?s Objecti--or umm.  N o...Oppositional Defiant Disorder!?

Her left eyebrow rises slightly, ?So, are you going to explain what 
that is, or...?

I roll my eyes as if I?m tired of explaining it because I?m such an 
expert, ?...Sure.?  I pause and regain my composure. 
?Basically...imagine a kid tells you he likes ice cream, but then lashes 
out at you and calls you an idiot when you offer some of the ice 
cream you?d brought along. That?s O.D.D. in a nutshell.?

I deliver the explanation with much fortitude and confidence...and 
with no idea if any of my words can be backed by Science (with a 
capital S).   I try to get a read on whether she?s buying any of this, 
hoping to set aside the metaphorical shovel for a bit.

?You know, it sounds like you in a way.? She cracks a half grin, 
?N oah, this all makes sense.  I think that you might have O.D.D.!?
 
She?s joking, but in the moment, this ideas does make perfect sense 
to me.  Psychological hypochondria activated, I wonder if this is why 
I relate so well to kids who are defiant.  M aybe this is why I disagree 
with everything that everyone says in staff meetings, even the ideas I 
may have liked yesterday.  Wow. What a revelation!  I have O.D.D.!

?You?re dead wrong!? I say.  

We both laugh.  

Well, I laugh, and she rolls her eyes.

*  *  *
 
It?s embarrassing, really.  The way I described it, of course my wife 
and I would come to such a silly conclusion, but in reality, O.D.D. is 
brutal, both for the kids who have to suffer the condition and the 
parents who have to suffer with them.

But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical people in 
a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it was 
me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly criticizing kids. 
 ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in my 
pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework assignments for my 
grad school class, and I found myself enthralled by the Vicki 
Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 Rights of Every Writer?s opening 
salvo.  In this essay, Spandel kicks things off with a vivid scene from a 
kayaking excursion in which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the 
birds, not the slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how 
to dive under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for good 
pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on where it all 
fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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The truth is, I only have a cursory knowledge, at best, but this term, 
O.D.D., is tossed around so casually among some in my profession, 
I?ve never really stopped to think about whether I really know what 
it is.  Unfortunately for me, I have, seconds ago, stated a pretty 
strong claim, acting as a moral authority on the topic, so my choices 
were suck it up and admit I?m not totally sure, or keep digging.

?It?s Objecti--or umm.  N o...Oppositional Defiant Disorder!?

Her left eyebrow rises slightly, ?So, are you going to explain what 
that is, or...?

I roll my eyes as if I?m tired of explaining it because I?m such an 
expert, ?...Sure.?  I pause and regain my composure. 
?Basically...imagine a kid tells you he likes ice cream, but then lashes 
out at you and calls you an idiot when you offer some of the ice 
cream you?d brought along. That?s O.D.D. in a nutshell.?

I deliver the explanation with much fortitude and confidence...and 
with no idea if any of my words can be backed by Science (with a 
capital S).   I try to get a read on whether she?s buying any of this, 
hoping to set aside the metaphorical shovel for a bit.

?You know, it sounds like you in a way.? She cracks a half grin, 
?N oah, this all makes sense.  I think that you might have O.D.D.!?
 
She?s joking, but in the moment, this ideas does make perfect sense 
to me.  Psychological hypochondria activated, I wonder if this is why 
I relate so well to kids who are defiant.  M aybe this is why I disagree 
with everything that everyone says in staff meetings, even the ideas I 
may have liked yesterday.  Wow. What a revelation!  I have O.D.D.!

?You?re dead wrong!? I say.  

We both laugh.  

Well, I laugh, and she rolls her eyes.

*  *  *
 
It?s embarrassing, really.  The way I described it, of course my wife 
and I would come to such a silly conclusion, but in reality, O.D.D. is 
brutal, both for the kids who have to suffer the condition and the 
parents who have to suffer with them.

But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical people in 
a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it was 
me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly criticizing kids. 
 ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in my 
pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework assignments for my 
grad school class, and I found myself enthralled by the Vicki 
Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 Rights of Every Writer?s opening 
salvo.  In this essay, Spandel kicks things off with a vivid scene from a 
kayaking excursion in which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the 
birds, not the slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how 
to dive under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for good 
pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on where it all 
fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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?You know, it sounds like you in a way.? She cracks a half grin, 
?N oah, this all makes sense.  I think that you might have O.D.D.!?
 
She?s joking, but in the moment, this ideas does make perfect sense 
to me.  Psychological hypochondria activated, I wonder if this is why 
I relate so well to kids who are defiant.  M aybe this is why I disagree 
with everything that everyone says in staff meetings, even the ideas I 
may have liked yesterday.  Wow. What a revelation!  I have O.D.D.!

?You?re dead wrong!? I say.  

We both laugh.  

Well, I laugh, and she rolls her eyes.

*  *  *
 
It?s embarrassing, really.  The way I described it, of course my wife 
and I would come to such a silly conclusion, but in reality, O.D.D. is 
brutal, both for the kids who have to suffer the condition and the 
parents who have to suffer with them.

But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical people in 
a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it was 
me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly criticizing kids. 
 ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in my 
pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework assignments for my 
grad school class, and I found myself enthralled by the Vicki 
Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 Rights of Every Writer?s opening 
salvo.  In this essay, Spandel kicks things off with a vivid scene from a 
kayaking excursion in which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the 
birds, not the slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how 
to dive under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for good 
pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on where it all 
fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF-Guide/Children-With-Oppositional-Defiant-Disorder-072.aspx
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559


But this is kind of the point.  Sometimes, the most critical people in 
a situation are the most misinformed.  In this case, it was 
me--haphazardly criticizing people...for haphazardly criticizing kids. 
 ?Do as I say, but not as I do,? right?  

If you are curious to know more about what Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder really is, please don?t take my uneducated
response to my wife as gospel--go here instead. 

*  *  *

This evening, misinformation about O.D.D. rattling around in my 
pea-sized brain, I dug into one of the homework assignments for my 
grad school class, and I found myself enthralled by the Vicki 
Spandel?s pantheism as I delved into 9 Rights of Every Writer?s opening 
salvo.  In this essay, Spandel kicks things off with a vivid scene from a 
kayaking excursion in which she witnessed a couple adult loons (the 
birds, not the slang term for crazy people) teaching their babies how 
to dive under water.  Spoiler alert: they model it, then the babies try. 
She masterfully develops this vivid scene into a metaphor for good 
pedagogy, but let?s skip all that, and instead, let?s focus on where it all 
fell apart.

As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF-Guide/Children-With-Oppositional-Defiant-Disorder-072.aspx
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559


As Spandel opens up her discussion to include the need for writers to 
ditch their distractions and spend more time experiencing things like 
nature, I couldn?t help but check out, thinking angry thoughts like, 
?How dare she assume I would like nature??

N ow, please, don?t get me wrong.  I LON G for quiet work time 
away from obligations, responsibilities, and distractions.  It?s why I 
was so excited to take the aforementioned four week Ohio Writing 
Project class to begin with.  I knew I would be guaranteed time, 
away from distraction, to just sit down and write.   For me, an avid 
writer, this class would feel indulgent. It would be decadent.  It 
would also provide several handy excuses:

Act 1, Scene 1:  T he K itchen

Noah casually steps into the kitchen from stage right, and, surprised look on 
his face, he gasps when he sees the piles of dishes overflowing from the sink.

He makes an about face and runs through the kitchen to the study, where he 
hastily opens his laptop and pretends to have been working?

N oah:  Honeyyy, do you mind doing dishes, I?m absolutely 
SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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SWAM PED with all this writing I have to do. 

H annah:  (sighing, from offstage) Sure thing.  Just give me a minute.

Noah turns to audience and winks.

Act 1, Scene 2:  T he Study

Noah continues writing--a determined smile on his face--typing on his laptop 
very aggressively for effect.  The dogs, offstage, can be heard 
whimpering/barking.

N oah:  Honeyyy, I?m kinda in the weeds with this writing 
assignment.  Can you let out the dogs.  Thank youuuu!

Turns to audience and puts finger to lips as if to say, ?Shhh.  I won?t tell if 
you don?t!?

Stage lights dim and curtains are drawn.

End of Act I

The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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The point is, I should have been excited to read words that so nicely 
echoed my feelings on writing and eliminating distraction.

However, when escaping to the outdoors to better focus one?s 
writing became someone else?s idea, I transmogrified from Dr. 
Jekyll...into M r. Defiant, arguing every techno-phobic point I 
perceived Spandel trying to make.

?Ugh.  N ature?  Seriously?  If good writing means spending time in 
nature, I?m out.  Done.  Take all my stationery and burn it,? I 
thought to myself.  

And it is true--I do kind of struggle with the not-so-great outdoors.  
M ost of my wildlife encounters go something like this:

Act I I , Scene 1:  A H yperact ive Adult  in the Wild

Noah?s wife turns around, as if for the fourteenth time?

H annah:  Shhh! Can you be quiet for five minutes and just enjoy 
your surroundings?  H ave you never been hiking before?

N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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N oah:  Yeah, sure.  Um--sorry?

Noah rolls his eyes, out of sight.  Very much like a child.

N oah:  OH WOW.  It?s a tree.  OH LOOK--another tree.  

...Drenched in sarcasm...

What?s behind THAT tree?  AN OTHER TREE?!
 
Noah huffs and pouts and plods on, monotonous crunching of leaves underfoot, 
cacophony of bird chirps? and then Noah?s eyes dart to the
left, and--

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Holy cow...two squirrels--and the one is 
holding a nut in his tiny hands!  Oh!  He took a nibble! 

A look of dismay, then Noah points... 

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Oh no, the other one left!  ...Thank goodness, 
N uteater stayed behind!  Look at him...those little hands holding 
that tiny acorn.  Why can?t we domesticate squirrels?  One would 
think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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think that if we could domesticate and breed wild wolves into good 
natured canine hostages, that we could do the same thing for an 
animal as small and cute as a squirrel.

H annah:  N oah?  You coming?

Noah?s wife is 300 yards ahead of him, and he is inching closer to a squirrel to 
see if it will let him touch its little head?

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act II

The point is, I don?t really hate nature, as long as it?s on my own 
distracted terms.

However, Spandel?s terms ? my terms.

*  *  *

So, with a Spandel-sized chip on my shoulder, I entered my second 
assigned reading for the night, which happened to be about an 
equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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equally infuriating idea called ?querencia.?  In Writing Toward Home, 
Georgia Heard digs into the idea that every writer needs a safe and 
peaceful place to work--yes, Heard is a nature-lover, too. 

She starts out promisingly enough, describing a tragic bullfighting 
scene, but then she gets into ?querencia,? which she describes as the 
place in the ring where the bull is, right before it is killed.  
Apparently the bull feels safe in this certain area of the ring.  Heard 
then pivots to her thesis that writers also need a place that feels safe, a 
querencia, in order to do their best work--but the whole time all I?m 
thinking is:  Why would I ever want querencia?  How well did that 
safe place work out for the bull?     

What?s worse is that she prompts writers at the end of the chapter to 
find their own version of querencia and describe it.

I decided to not do the writing assignment out of protest.  Chalk it 
up to my defiant streak.  I was sick of these two writers, who 
obviously didn?t know me at all, who insisted on telling me I need to 
go out into nature to write?  Seriously? Georgia Heard wouldn?t last 
two minutes hiking with me. N inety seconds in, and she?d be 
breaking out iPhones, video
games, anything to get me to shut up.  

*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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*  *  *

Here are the words that sparked my rebellion:  ?Write about where 
you feel most at home, where your querencia is.  Describe it in such 
clear detail that you feel you?re there? ? 

How and where exactly does a defiant individual with massive 
deficits in his attention span feel ?at home??  Is there even such a 
thing for people like me, who are on edge everywhere they go? 
 Frustrated and flummoxed, I decided to do anything that was not 
this assignment.  I would do chores around the house, anything other 
than this. I figured, ?M aybe our professors won?t be really reading 
this all that closely, and I can just throw something together a few 
minutes before class.?

I got up to pack lunches, and as I assembled my wife?s lunch, my 
mind gravitated back toward the idea of querencia.  
 
Act I I I , Scene I :  Contem plat ion

Books, notebooks, and a pen sit unattended on the couch where Noah usually 
does his homework.  Noah is in the kitchen, packing a lunch.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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N oah?s Inner Voice:  Querencia? let?s say that it isn?t totally
stupid...is it even possible for people like me?

Deep in thought, Noah slices an orange pepper into thin slivers.  He wonders 
if his enclave (his classier version of a ?Man Cave?) could be
the place?

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N o, The Enclave is, if anything, a source of 
stress.  How many hours have I spent up in that room trying to force 
inspiration to vibrate from the strings of my guitar to no avail?  How 
many times have I sat on the floor, pen suspended above composition 
notebook, empty page staring me in the face?  N o.  N o querencia 
there.  Definitely not my ?office? (a cluttered desk in the corner of 
my classroom at
school), either... 

Noah  divvies up the pepper slices into baggies.  He grabs a green apple from 
the refrigerator.
 
N oah?s Inner Voice:  Ohhh, my car!  So many ideas happen on
the commute to and from work.  Is this querencia?  

Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to 
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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Noah places the apple, very gently, into the lunch box.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  Dog walks!  That?s when most of my teaching 
ideas and lessons are born.  Could dog walks be querencia?  

Noah opens a container and grabs a homemade granola bar.

N oah?s Inner Voice:  N ow, when I?m making granola bars, I always 
sit at the table while the oats are baking and jot down writing ideas. 
 Is that querencia?  Oh, and there were all the times when I became 
motivated to grade papers or write...the second my wife asked me to
run some errands.  Querencia!

Noah pumps his fist up into the air.  Freeze frame.  

Stage lights dim, and curtains are drawn.

End of Act III; actors come out for curtain calls to raucous applause.

I had it.  I sprinted over to my assignments.  I would do the 
homework after all!  M y querencia is directly linked to desire to be 
defiant.  M y happy place is when I?m doing something other than 
what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost 
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/oppositional-defiant-disorder/basics/definition/con-20024559
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what I?m supposed to be doing.  

Querencia.  I guess it wasn?t as peaceful as Georgia Heard might 
have liked, but then again, if she were on board, maybe this 
bizzarro-querencia wouldn?t be quite so appealing...with my
knack for being disagreeable and all.

*  *  *

In reality, though, I know.  I totally get it.  Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder is serious, and, my mild defiant streak mixed with advanced 
procrastination strategies and actual, diagnosed, A.D.H .D. does not 
qualify me to self-apply such a label. On top of that, it's disrespectful 
to kids (and their parents!) who really suffer from O.D.D....for me to 
parade this term around like it?s a joke.

But is my insensitive misuse of this term really so bad?  Is it worse 
than the way we teachers label children as ?being O.D.D.? during 
casual lunch conversations and IEP meetings? Is it worse than the 
way some of us use O.D.D.-accusations as a shield to protect us from 
having to make large scale change in the way we treat kids?  I mean, 
at least when I misused the term, it resulted in research...and, almost
as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 
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as importantly, querencia.  

So, teacher friends, I exhort you to do three things before you head 
back to school: 

1.  Learn!  Learn something new every chance you get, even if you 
look silly doing it.  In writing this, I learned that Oppositional 
Defiant Disorder is much more serious than I had realized.  N ext 
time I have a student with any  condition, I?ll be sure to take some 
time to learn about the condition, and I?ll take even more time to get 
to know the child.

2.  Reflect!  M y personal reflections are helping me to understand 
that sometimes, what we perceive as defiant behavior can actually be 
a person retreating to a safe place, away from the dangers of 
vulnerability, pressure, and fear of failure.  

3.  Find querencia, whatever it is and wherever it may be. 



HELPING TEACHERS STAY SAFE 
ONLINE

In a world of posts, tweets, and snaps, social 
media is quickly becoming an everyday part of 
our lives as educators. While social media 
allows us to keep our friends and loved ones 
aware of our goings on, it also opens up our 
lives to our students, staff, administrators, and
community members.

So how do you begin to protect your privacy in 
the digital age? We offer you a few thoughts 
and suggestions on how to keep your work and 
personal life separate in social media spaces.

1. Establish "School" Accounts: If you'd like 
to maintain a platform for students and parents, 
an easy way to keep your work/life worlds 
separate is to establish a separate account on 
platforms you use solely for school use. 
Platforms like Facebook and Twitter will allow 
for several accounts for one user. You will 
typically need separate emails to establish the 
profiles, but using your school email for your 
school profiles ensures you're updated when 
someone tries to contact you. Leaving the 
privacy settings open on your school account 
and closed on your personal accounts means 
that people will find the right "you."
 
2. Facebook Pr ivacy: When logged onto 
Facebook from a computer, click on the drop 
down arrow next to the image of a lock in the 
top right corner. From there, select the Settings 
option. Once selected, you will see the Privacy 
settings to the left of your screen. From here, 
Facebook provides you with several options, 
including controlling who can send you friend 
requests, how search engines make you 
findable, and who can view what you post. We 
suggest limiting to only Friends, people who 
you have accepted and approved as having 
known. You may now even retroactively limit 
old posts by clicking on the Limiting Audience 
option.

3. Twitter Pr ivacy: Once logged onto your 
account, click on the Settings link on the top 
right of your page. Then click on the Privacy 
Settings option. You will see a box to check 
that says Protect M y Tweets. Similar to the 
Friends option on Facebook, only followers 
you accept will be able to view your tweets.

4. Instagram  Pr ivacy: From your profile, 
select the icon that looks like a gear. From here, 
you simply need to slide the Private Account 
button to limit those who can view your photos 
and videos. Only approved followers will be 
able to access your account profile, giving you
control of your posts.

5, Util ize Teacher Fr iendly Social M edia 
Platform s: The N ational Education 
Association recently suggested using sites like 
The Apple, Classroom 2.0, Classroom Earth, 
Educate Interactive, N ing in Education, 
Teacher Recess and TeachAde as online 
communities built for and used by educators 
for social media gathering spaces to work with, 
learn from and connect to other educators.

5. T hink Before You Post : The reality is that 
even though many social media services offer 
privacy settings, once something is posted on 
the web, it cannot be guaranteed to be 
removed. So always be conscious of your 
postings. The best policy is that even if you 
have the privacy settings activated, treat them 
as if they are not in order to guarantee your 
privacy.

While social media has brought educators from 
all corners of the earth together to share ideas 
and connect, it does come with a cost to your 
personal privacy if you're not careful. Being 
mindful of your shared information is the best 
step educators can use to protect themselves 
online and ensure a productive life on and off 
screen. 

Chr is Wagner
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In an era where we want to teach students 
to be careful with social media and online 

privacy, there is lots of advice out 
there--much of it rather long and boring.  

Here are a few great resources that are short, 
interesting, and helpful to all. 

HELPING 
STUDENTS STAY 
SAFE ONLINE

Safe Web Sur fing: Top 
T ips for K ids and Teens 
Online
Well Cast has lots of great 
videos about student topics like 
self-esteem and disconnecting 
from technology.  This short 
video is a quick overview for 
students on how to remain safe 
online.

https://youtu.be/yrln8nyVBLU

InfoGraphics that Teach
Internet Safety

I love this ISTE (International 
Society for Technology in 
Education) infographic for 
middle and high school 
students that illustrates--with 
statistics and graphics--how to 
be both a good citizen and a 
good digital citizen. Although 
there is a poster version, I worry 
many of my students wouldn?t 
actually read the details if it was 
hung up in a classroom.  
Instead, consider linking to the 
infographic online and hosting
a discussion.

https://www.iste.org/explore/
articleDetail?articleid=192

For younger students, this 
infographic presents key 
internet safety tips with 
interesting graphics and simple 
text.

http://albionmiddle.canyon
district.org/images/stories/
Internet_Safety_Tips.jpg

Com m on Sense M edia: 
D igital Cit izenship 
Gam es &  Curr iculum
Common Sense M edia is one 
of my favorite go-to places for 
all media issues and they have a 
number of really in-depth 
resources.

If you have time to more than a 
surface overview, the Digital 
Passport (Grades 3-5) & Digital 
Compass (Grades 6-9) are 
games/apps that allow students  
to experience how to use 
technology effectively and 
safely.  Digital Bytes is an 
online curriculum designed for 
students ages 13-18 to learn 
through videos, games, and 
reflections what to do and not 
to do online. 

 

Top Reso ur c es

Sar ah Ressl er  Wr ight
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Internet Safety

I love this ISTE (International Society for Technology in 
Education) infographic for middle and high school students that 
illustrates--with statistics and graphics--how to be both a good 
citizen and a good digital citizen. Although there is a poster 
version, I worry many of my students wouldn?t actually read the 
details if it was hung up in a classroom.  Instead, consider 
linking to the infographic online and hosting
a discussion.

https://www.iste.org/explore/
articleDetail?articleid=192

For younger students, this infographic presents key internet 
safety tips with interesting graphics and simple text.
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Com m on Sense M edia: D igital Cit izenship Gam es 
&  Curr iculum
Common Sense M edia is one of my favorite go-to places for all 
media issues and they have a number of really in-depth 
resources.

If you have time to more than a surface overview, the Digital 
Passport (Grades 3-5) & Digital Compass (Grades 6-9) are 
games/apps that allow students  to experience how to use 
technology effectively and safely.  Digital Bytes is an online 
curriculum designed for students ages 13-18 to learn through 
videos, games, and reflections what to do and not to do online. 
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What is your favor ite par t of teaching? 

Holly:  M y favorite part of teaching is the joy my 
students express when given choice in what to 
read and write, the time to do it, and the 
opportunities to engage in creative endeavors
and critical thinking.

M egan: M y favorite part of teaching is 
developing project-forward, choice-driven 
lessons that are creative enough to engage all 
learners and deepen their desire to learn more
about the world in which they live.

D o you have a least favor ite par t? I f so, 
please descr ibe.

Holly: M y least favorite part in the world of 
public education is the emphasis on high-stakes 
testing.

M egan: M y least favorite part of education is the 
emphasis on high-stakes testing and the time it 
takes away from meaningful classroom 
instruction.

What has been your biggest success as an 
educator?  Your biggest struggle?

Holly:  M y biggest success as an educator is that 
I get to make my passion my vocation.  I love to 
read and write, and I have a heart for kids 
identified as gifted. In addition, last spring our 
school won a visit from Salva Dut--the real life 
character in A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue 
Park and founder of Water for South Sudan, Inc. 
because of the amount of funds Columbia 
Intermediate raised for wells to be built in South 
Sudan (over $35,000 in three years!).  I co-led 
this social action project, and it was a thrill to 
host Salva for the day and help organize his 
speaking engagements.  H is message to our 
students is that they can change the world in 
positive and great ways.  They are the future!   

M y biggest struggle is fitting in everything I 
need to teach in the time allotted.  There is
never enough time!

M egan: M y biggest success as an educator is 
watching the growth that occurs each year as I 
take a group of students through fifth grade.  By 
building a community of readers and writers, I 
can track growth and literally watch students 
light up at the amount of reading and writing 
they accomplish throughout the year. 
Developing a love for literacy in children helps 
me know they will be readers and writers 
throughout their lives.  I absolutely agree with 
Holly about my struggle being time!  There 
truly is never enough time to fit in everything I?d
like to cover.

Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA?  
Please descr ibe som e of the benefits you see 
in being a m em ber of the organizat ion.

Holly:  I am a member of OCTELA because of 
its dedication to literacy advocacy, information, 
and innovation.  I enjoy learning about new and 
better ways to teach literacy, the opportunity to 
collaborate with and learn from fellow literacy 
experts, and to keep informed of current 
research in literacy education.  I?ve also enjoyed 
presenting and attending the spring conferences 
with M egan.  We enjoy sharing our ideas and 
knowledge with others, and we always learn a lot 
from various presenters and speakers.  OCTELA 
provides literacy educators with a multitude of 
resources.

M egan: I am a member of OCTELA because 
the organization is an embodiment of everything 
I stand for as a literacy teacher.  OCTELA is an 
excellent resource for educators because of the 
information, advocacy, and passion they emanate 
to their members.  By being a member, I am 
kept updated on the most current trends in 
teaching literacy, and I can tap into a social
network of members around the state.

What did you enjoy m ost about this year?s 
conference?  Please explain.

Holly:  I enjoyed meeting Shelley Pearsall and 
Sharon Draper.  I read The Seventh Most Important 
Thing by Pearsall aloud to my sixth graders, and 
we loved our Skype session with her.  Our fifth 
grade reads Out of My Mind by Draper as our 
common read, and we invite parents to join us 
for an evening family book club to discuss it.
Both authors gave excellent talks!

M egan: I enjoyed Rainbow Rowell?s talks this 
past conference.  She was candid and engaging in 
talking about her writing process.  There is so 
much value in hearing authors speak about how 
they get their ideas to paper.  I can take tidbits of 
how an author works and readily share it with 
my students the next day in class, bringing 
palpable excitement to the writing classroom.

D escr ibe your favor ite teaching resource 
AN D /OR share a t ip for other teachers.

Holly:  I have several favorite teaching resources: 
The Book Whisperer by Donalyn M iller and 
anything by Penny K ittle.  M y tip for other 
teachers is to incorporate a couple of my 
non-negotiables into their daily routines:  read 
aloud, independent reading/writing, and choice.

M egan:  M y number one tip is to do read-aloud 
DAILY.  N othing builds a reading and thinking 
community quite like reading aloud and talking 
about it.  Even if you have to give up part of a 
lesson, read aloud each day.  Your students will 
LOVE it!  M y favorite teaching resources echo 
Holly?s choices.  Anything by Donalyn M iller 
and/or Penny K ittle are resources that share my 
teaching philosophy: independent reading and
writing time and student choice.

What are you cur rently reading?

Holly:  I?m always reading several things at once 
because of my huge ?to-read? pile:  Reading 
Nonfiction: Notice & Note Stances, Signposts, and 
Strategies by Kylene Beers & Robert E. Probst for 
a summer online book study with Heidi Weber, 
Summerlost by Ally Condie, and I?m listening to 
A Mother?s Reckoning: Living in the Aftermath of 
Tragedy by Sue K lebold for my book club.

M egan: Holly and I share a huge ?to-read? list!  
Here?s what I?m currently reading: Eligible by 
Curtis Sittenfeld (a modern retelling of Pride and 
Prejudice set in Cincinnati), Save Me a Seat by 
Sarah Weeks and Gita Varadarajan, Nonfiction 
Notebooks: Strategies for Informational Writing by 
Aimee Buckner, and book club is tonight, so I?ll 
know my next book soon!

Holly wrote a Slice of Life on her blog about the 
collaborative relationship she and Megan and  

share.You can read it here. 

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Hol ly  M uel l er -
Col umbia  Int er med iat e

M egan Gint her
Ber r y  Int er med iat e

http://hollymueller.blogspot.com/2015/03/slice-of-life-story-challenge-what-i_2.html
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M egan: M y favorite part of teaching is developing 
project-forward, choice-driven lessons that are creative enough to 
engage all learners and deepen their desire to learn more
about the world in which they live.

D o you have a least favor ite par t? I f so, please descr ibe.

Holly: M y least favorite part in the world of public education is 
the emphasis on high-stakes testing.

M egan: M y least favorite part of education is the emphasis on 
high-stakes testing and the time it takes away from meaningful 
classroom instruction.

What has been your biggest success as an educator?  Your 
biggest struggle?

Holly:  M y biggest success as an educator is that I get to make my 
passion my vocation.  I love to read and write, and I have a heart 
for kids identified as gifted. In addition, last spring our school won 
a visit from Salva Dut--the real life character in A Long Walk to 
Water by Linda Sue Park and founder of Water for South Sudan, 
Inc. because of the amount of funds Columbia Intermediate 
raised for wells to be built in South Sudan (over $35,000 in three 
years!).  I co-led this social action project, and it was a thrill to 
host Salva for the day and help organize his speaking 
engagements.  H is message to our students is that they can change 
the world in positive and great ways.  They are the future!   

M y biggest struggle is fitting in everything I need to teach in the 
time allotted.  There is
never enough time!

M egan: M y biggest success as an educator is watching the growth 
that occurs each year as I take a group of students through fifth 
grade.  By building a community of readers and writers, I can 
track growth and literally watch students light up at the amount of 
reading and writing they accomplish throughout the year. 
Developing a love for literacy in children helps me know they will 
be readers and writers throughout their lives.  I absolutely agree 
with Holly about my struggle being time!  There truly is never 
enough time to fit in everything I?d
like to cover.

Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA?  Please descr ibe som e 
of the benefits you see in being a m em ber of the 
organizat ion.

Holly:  I am a member of OCTELA because of its dedication to 
literacy advocacy, information, and innovation.  I enjoy learning 
about new and better ways to teach literacy, the opportunity to 
collaborate with and learn from fellow literacy experts, and to 
keep informed of current research in literacy education.  I?ve also 
enjoyed presenting and attending the spring conferences with 
M egan.  We enjoy sharing our ideas and knowledge with others, 
and we always learn a lot from various presenters and speakers. 
 OCTELA provides literacy educators with a multitude of 
resources.

M egan: I am a member of OCTELA because the organization is 
an embodiment of everything I stand for as a literacy teacher.  
OCTELA is an excellent resource for educators because of the 
information, advocacy, and passion they emanate to their 
members.  By being a member, I am kept updated on the most 
current trends in teaching literacy, and I can tap into a social
network of members around the state.

What did you enjoy m ost about this year?s conference?  
Please explain.

Holly:  I enjoyed meeting Shelley Pearsall and Sharon Draper.  I 
read The Seventh Most Important Thing by Pearsall aloud to my 
sixth graders, and we loved our Skype session with her.  Our fifth 
grade reads Out of My Mind by Draper as our common read, and 
we invite parents to join us for an evening family book club to 
discuss it.
Both authors gave excellent talks!

M egan: I enjoyed Rainbow Rowell?s talks this past conference.  
She was candid and engaging in talking about her writing process. 
 There is so much value in hearing authors speak about how they 
get their ideas to paper.  I can take tidbits of how an author works 
and readily share it with my students the next day in class, 
bringing palpable excitement to the writing classroom.

D escr ibe your favor ite teaching resource AN D /OR share a 
t ip for other teachers.

Holly:  I have several favorite teaching resources: The Book 
Whisperer by Donalyn M iller and anything by Penny K ittle.  M y 
tip for other teachers is to incorporate a couple of my 
non-negotiables into their daily routines:  read aloud, independent 
reading/writing, and choice.

M egan:  M y number one tip is to do read-aloud DAILY. 
 N othing builds a reading and thinking community quite like 
reading aloud and talking about it.  Even if you have to give up 
part of a lesson, read aloud each day.  Your students will LOVE it! 
 M y favorite teaching resources echo Holly?s choices.  Anything 
by Donalyn M iller and/or Penny K ittle are resources that share 
my teaching philosophy: independent reading and
writing time and student choice.

What are you cur rently reading?

Holly:  I?m always reading several things at once because of my 
huge ?to-read? pile:  Reading Nonfiction: Notice & Note Stances, 
Signposts, and Strategies by Kylene Beers & Robert E. Probst for a 
summer online book study with Heidi Weber, Summerlost by Ally 
Condie, and I?m listening to A Mother?s Reckoning: Living in the 
Aftermath of Tragedy by Sue K lebold for my book club.

M egan: Holly and I share a huge ?to-read? list!  Here?s what I?m 
currently reading: Eligible by Curtis Sittenfeld (a modern retelling 
of Pride and Prejudice set in Cincinnati), Save Me a Seat by Sarah 
Weeks and Gita Varadarajan, Nonfiction Notebooks: Strategies for 
Informational Writing by Aimee Buckner, and book club is tonight, 
so I?ll know my next book soon!

Holly wrote a Slice of Life on her blog about the collaborative relationship 
she and Megan and  share.You can read it here. 
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passion my vocation.  I love to read and write, and I have a heart 
for kids identified as gifted. In addition, last spring our school won 
a visit from Salva Dut--the real life character in A Long Walk to 
Water by Linda Sue Park and founder of Water for South Sudan, 
Inc. because of the amount of funds Columbia Intermediate 
raised for wells to be built in South Sudan (over $35,000 in three 
years!).  I co-led this social action project, and it was a thrill to 
host Salva for the day and help organize his speaking 
engagements.  H is message to our students is that they can change 
the world in positive and great ways.  They are the future!   

M y biggest struggle is fitting in everything I need to teach in the 
time allotted.  There is
never enough time!

M egan: M y biggest success as an educator is watching the growth 
that occurs each year as I take a group of students through fifth 
grade.  By building a community of readers and writers, I can 
track growth and literally watch students light up at the amount of 
reading and writing they accomplish throughout the year. 
Developing a love for literacy in children helps me know they will 
be readers and writers throughout their lives.  I absolutely agree 
with Holly about my struggle being time!  There truly is never 
enough time to fit in everything I?d
like to cover.

Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA?  Please descr ibe som e 
of the benefits you see in being a m em ber of the 
organizat ion.

Holly:  I am a member of OCTELA because of its dedication to 
literacy advocacy, information, and innovation.  I enjoy learning 
about new and better ways to teach literacy, the opportunity to 
collaborate with and learn from fellow literacy experts, and to 
keep informed of current research in literacy education.  I?ve also 
enjoyed presenting and attending the spring conferences with 
M egan.  We enjoy sharing our ideas and knowledge with others, 
and we always learn a lot from various presenters and speakers. 
 OCTELA provides literacy educators with a multitude of 
resources.

M egan: I am a member of OCTELA because the organization is 
an embodiment of everything I stand for as a literacy teacher.  
OCTELA is an excellent resource for educators because of the 
information, advocacy, and passion they emanate to their 
members.  By being a member, I am kept updated on the most 
current trends in teaching literacy, and I can tap into a social
network of members around the state.

What did you enjoy m ost about this year?s conference?  
Please explain.

Holly:  I enjoyed meeting Shelley Pearsall and Sharon Draper.  I 
read The Seventh Most Important Thing by Pearsall aloud to my 
sixth graders, and we loved our Skype session with her.  Our fifth 
grade reads Out of My Mind by Draper as our common read, and 
we invite parents to join us for an evening family book club to 
discuss it.
Both authors gave excellent talks!

M egan: I enjoyed Rainbow Rowell?s talks this past conference.  
She was candid and engaging in talking about her writing process. 
 There is so much value in hearing authors speak about how they 
get their ideas to paper.  I can take tidbits of how an author works 
and readily share it with my students the next day in class, 
bringing palpable excitement to the writing classroom.

D escr ibe your favor ite teaching resource AN D /OR share a 
t ip for other teachers.

Holly:  I have several favorite teaching resources: The Book 
Whisperer by Donalyn M iller and anything by Penny K ittle.  M y 
tip for other teachers is to incorporate a couple of my 
non-negotiables into their daily routines:  read aloud, independent 
reading/writing, and choice.

M egan:  M y number one tip is to do read-aloud DAILY. 
 N othing builds a reading and thinking community quite like 
reading aloud and talking about it.  Even if you have to give up 
part of a lesson, read aloud each day.  Your students will LOVE it! 
 M y favorite teaching resources echo Holly?s choices.  Anything 
by Donalyn M iller and/or Penny K ittle are resources that share 
my teaching philosophy: independent reading and
writing time and student choice.

What are you cur rently reading?

Holly:  I?m always reading several things at once because of my 
huge ?to-read? pile:  Reading Nonfiction: Notice & Note Stances, 
Signposts, and Strategies by Kylene Beers & Robert E. Probst for a 
summer online book study with Heidi Weber, Summerlost by Ally 
Condie, and I?m listening to A Mother?s Reckoning: Living in the 
Aftermath of Tragedy by Sue K lebold for my book club.

M egan: Holly and I share a huge ?to-read? list!  Here?s what I?m 
currently reading: Eligible by Curtis Sittenfeld (a modern retelling 
of Pride and Prejudice set in Cincinnati), Save Me a Seat by Sarah 
Weeks and Gita Varadarajan, Nonfiction Notebooks: Strategies for 
Informational Writing by Aimee Buckner, and book club is tonight, 
so I?ll know my next book soon!

Holly wrote a Slice of Life on her blog about the collaborative relationship 
she and Megan and  share.You can read it here. 
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Dr. Karen Andrus Tollafield is OCTELA?s LGBTQ 
Liaison. She retired from Beachwood City Schools in 2011 
after thirty years in the classroom. Karen spent the first ten 
years of her career working with grade 1-8 students in the 
the Deaf/Hard of Hearing program. She then taught 6th 
grade language arts for fourteen years at Hilltop Elementary 
and 4th grade language arts for the last six years of her 
career in the classroom. Karen was also a 2005 Teacher 
Consultant with the Kent State Writing Project. 

You ret ired from  the classroom  in 2011, but 
you are st i l l  very act ive in your work in 
education. What is your cur rent role in 
education?  

Currently, I work as a Safe Space Trainer with the 
Gay Lesbian Education N etwork (GLSEN ), 
providing free professional development to 
educators and administrators looking for ways to 
make their schools/classrooms safer places for all 
students. This affiliation has led me to work with 
the Kent State secondary education program, 
providing Safe Space and inclusive curricula training 
to preservice teachers as part of their Social Justice 
Colloquia in the fall of their senior year prior to
student teaching.

I also serve as the LGBTQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual 
Transgender Queer) Liaison on the OCTELA board 
and work to provide resources and help teachers 
across Ohio learn about creating safe spaces and 
inclusive curricula.

OCT ELA congratulates you on receiving your 
doctorate from  Kent State Universit y. Your 
research focused on LGBT Q students in the 
English Language Ar ts classroom . What are
som e highlights of your research? 

M y research was prompted by my experience in the 
classroom, witnessing the power of writing for all 
students, but especially for those working through 
various issues. In addition, I wondered about 
students who felt marginalized and not included. At 
this time in our society, LGBTQ students are often 
the ones feeling left out of school practices and 
curricula, let alone feeling unsafe and uncared for, 
and I wondered if they used writing or other forms 
of self-expression (in or out of school) to help them 
care for themselves.

H ow m ight teachers apply your research to 
m eet the needs of all students in their 
classroom s? 

M y findings revealed that my participants did use 
writing on their own, along with some other form 
of expression (music, art, photography, social media) 
to not only care for themselves, but to reach out and
help others.

Their suggestions to teachers were to include a 
variety of genres and modes of expression in the 
classroom to help students find what works best for 
them. They clamored for choice in topics and ways 
to present their work, along with the inclusion of 
curricular materials that reflect their identities, 
families, and concerns. Another suggestion they 
gave was for teachers to be more aware of what goes 
on and to educate themselves on these issues in 
order to provide the safe, caring environment many 
of these students do not currently experience.
 
What professional developm ent have you
pursued or provided recently? 

The last seven years have been non-stop professional 
development for me as I pursued my doctoral 
degree. N ot only have I developed expertise in the 
area of Curriculum & Instruction: Literacy, I joined 
the GLSEN  team and provide Safe Space Training 
and Inclusive Curricula workshops across the 23 
counties of N ortheast Ohio for various groups 
(teachers, administrators, librarians, counselors).

I have contributed chapters to four books over the 
last few years. Two are books for teachers interested 
in incorporating language arts activities into their 
classrooms, one is a book for teachers wanting to 
incorporate multi-media activities, and one is a 
book for educators to help them recognize bullying 
and how to address these issues.
 
Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA? 

I originally joined OCTELA in order to be more 
involved in language arts education. Following my 
four-year presidential sequence, I was interested in 
staying on because I felt that this organization was 
made up of progressive, concerned educators who 
truly want the best for students in this state. The fact 
that the board voted to create the LGBTQ Liaison 
position told me everything I needed to know, and I 
felt that I could continue to help this student 
population through the work of OCTELA.
 
What have you read recently? 

Professionally, I recently read, Whistling Vivaldi: How 
Stereotypes Affect Us and What We Can Do by Claude 
M . Steele
 
For pleasure, I read the YA novel I?ll Give You the 
Sun by Jandy N elson
 
D o you have any suggestions for professional 
resources for ELA teachers? Books? Online 
resources? 
 
GLSEN  has many wonderful FREE downloadable 
resources for educators. The homepage can be 
found at http://www.glsen.org/ N ot only do they 
provide the research data behind what is happening 
in schools across the country, but they also address 
why inclusive curricula has a positive impact on all 
students.
 
For teachers (at all levels) interested in providing 
vetted literature with LGBTQ characters and/or 
issues, the American Library Association gives the 
Stonewall Awards.  All the yearly lists can be found 
at http://www.ala.org/glbtrt/award/honored
 
For teachers who are interested in incorporating into 
their curriculum (all subjects) the important work 
contributed by people who identify on the LGBTQ 
spectrum, a great resource can be found at 
http:/ /w w w.algbtical.org/2A%20PEOPLE.htm

I encourage educators and administrators to read 
picture books and novels that deal with LGBTQ 
characters, families, and issues. A quick Google 
search can lead you to these wonderful books. 
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concerns. Another suggestion they gave was for teachers to be more aware of 
what goes on and to educate themselves on these issues in order to provide the 
safe, caring environment many of these students do not currently experience.
 
What professional developm ent have you
pursued or provided recently? 
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that the board voted to create the LGBTQ Liaison position told me everything I 
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teachers? Books? Online resources? 
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TIME FOR BOOKS--
REVIEWS FOR ALL

Jen Bak er - 
OCT ELA  Sec r et a r y - 

Looking for m ore 
recom m endations?  Want 

to suggest a book for 
review?  

Contact Jen at  
bibliophile1019@gmail.com 

Student Recom m endation
 

In the winter of 1945, Operation 
H annibal was ordered to evacuate 
German troops and civilians from East 
Prussia before the invasion of the Soviet 
Army.  Caught in the tide of refugees 
to Gotenhafen are three teenagers from 
vastly different backgrounds, all of 
whom have secrets they aren?t willing 
to share.  A fourth teen serves on the 
Wilhelm Gustloff, the ship that will 
carry them to safety.  Sadly, one of the 
greatest maritime disasters in history 
will occur, and not all will survive.

Sepetys again delivers a well-researched 
historical fiction novel that illuminates 
another little-known piece of history.  
The use of alternating narrators has 
been executed with ease, bringing each 
character?s personality to life in a way 
that creates tension, rather than 
confusion, for the reader.  A must-read 
for students interested in World War II 
or who enjoyed Sepetys? other novels, 
this would pair excellently with a 
historical research project into the less
famous side of World War II.
 

Professional Recom m endation 

Duckworth?s hypothesis is that success 
is determined not by talent, genius, or 
even luck, but rather by a combination 
of passion and perseverance, which she 
defines as grit.  The book is divided 
into three sections: an analysis of what 
grit is, ideas on how to develop grit in 
yourself, and ideas for how to develop 
grit in others.  Through it all, 
Duckworth presents example after 
example from cadets at West Point to 
Olympic athletes to spelling bee 
finalists that persuasively support her 
claim.

If you read one psychology book before 
heading back to school this fall, make it 
this one.  Duckworth writes in an 
approachable style that is both 
incredibly detailed and easy for the 
non-psychologist to follow.  The book 
is filled with illustrative anecdotes, 
including some from her own life 
growing up or as a parent herself.  Is 
grit the magic answer to get kids to 
achieve?  Probably not, but Duckworth 
makes a compelling case that it plays a 
role, and teachers would be remiss not 
to explore how the concept of grit can 
be incorporated into their own 
classrooms.
 

Pleasure Recom m endation 

  

Frankie Presto is one of the most 
talented musicians to walk the earth.  
Unfortunately, he is dead, and Music 
has come to reclaim the talent Frankie 
took upon his birth.  Frankie?s life has 
been marked by moments of darkest 
tragedy and the power of music to 
transform a life.  He started as a Spanish 
war orphan and was adopted by his 
blind guitar teacher, who, in an effort 
to make sure Frankie was safe, sent him 
to America with only his guitar and six 
magical strings.  Music, with the help 
of occasional chapters from the 
perspectives of famous musicians, tells 
Frankie?s remarkable story: 
impersonating Elvis, becoming a rock 
star in his own right, playing 
Woodstock, disappearing from the 
limelight, and returning for one
spectacular final performance.

Everything about this book is beautiful, 
but what I found most inspiring was 
the relationship between Frankie and 
his music teacher, El M aestro.  Albom 
beautifully describes the relationship 
between the two, highlighting the 
power students and teachers have to 
inspire each other.  This is a must read 
for all teachers as we head back to 
school this fall to remind us of the 
power of the teacher-student 
relationship.  Coupled with Albom?s 
beautiful writing, this book is sure to
become a classic.
 
 

Book covers courtesy of Goodreads.
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In the winter of 1945, Operation H annibal was ordered to evacuate German troops and 
civilians from East Prussia before the invasion of the Soviet Army.  Caught in the tide of 
refugees to Gotenhafen are three teenagers from vastly different backgrounds, all of 
whom have secrets they aren?t willing to share.  A fourth teen serves on the Wilhelm 
Gustloff, the ship that will carry them to safety.  Sadly, one of the greatest maritime 
disasters in history will occur, and not all will survive.

Sepetys again delivers a well-researched historical fiction novel that illuminates another 
little-known piece of history.  The use of alternating narrators has been executed with 
ease, bringing each character?s personality to life in a way that creates tension, rather 
than confusion, for the reader.  A must-read for students interested in World War II or 
who enjoyed Sepetys? other novels, this would pair excellently with a historical research 
project into the less
famous side of World War II.
 

Professional Recom m endation 

Duckworth?s hypothesis is that success is determined not by talent, genius, or even luck, 
but rather by a combination of passion and perseverance, which she defines as grit.  The 
book is divided into three sections: an analysis of what grit is, ideas on how to develop 
grit in yourself, and ideas for how to develop grit in others.  Through it all, Duckworth 
presents example after example from cadets at West Point to Olympic athletes to spelling 
bee finalists that persuasively support her claim.

If you read one psychology book before heading back to school this fall, make it this 
one.  Duckworth writes in an approachable style that is both incredibly detailed and easy 
for the non-psychologist to follow.  The book is filled with illustrative anecdotes, 
including some from her own life growing up or as a parent herself.  Is grit the magic 
answer to get kids to achieve?  Probably not, but Duckworth makes a compelling case 
that it plays a role, and teachers would be remiss not to explore how the concept of grit 
can be incorporated into their own classrooms.
 

Pleasure Recom m endation 

  

Frankie Presto is one of the most talented musicians to walk the earth.  Unfortunately, 
he is dead, and Music has come to reclaim the talent Frankie took upon his birth. 
 Frankie?s life has been marked by moments of darkest tragedy and the power of music 
to transform a life.  He started as a Spanish war orphan and was adopted by his blind 
guitar teacher, who, in an effort to make sure Frankie was safe, sent him to America 
with only his guitar and six magical strings.  Music, with the help of occasional chapters 
from the perspectives of famous musicians, tells Frankie?s remarkable story: 
impersonating Elvis, becoming a rock star in his own right, playing Woodstock, 
disappearing from the limelight, and returning for one
spectacular final performance.

Everything about this book is beautiful, but what I found most inspiring was the 
relationship between Frankie and his music teacher, El M aestro.  Albom beautifully 
describes the relationship between the two, highlighting the power students and 
teachers have to inspire each other.  This is a must read for all teachers as we head back 
to school this fall to remind us of the power of the teacher-student relationship. 
 Coupled with Albom?s beautiful writing, this book is sure to
become a classic.
 
 

Book covers courtesy of Goodreads.
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Duckworth?s hypothesis is that success is determined not by talent, genius, or even luck, 
but rather by a combination of passion and perseverance, which she defines as grit.  The 
book is divided into three sections: an analysis of what grit is, ideas on how to develop 
grit in yourself, and ideas for how to develop grit in others.  Through it all, Duckworth 
presents example after example from cadets at West Point to Olympic athletes to spelling
bee finalists that persuasively support her claim.

If you read one psychology book before heading back to school this fall, make it this 
one.  Duckworth writes in an approachable style that is both incredibly detailed and easy 
for the non-psychologist to follow.  The book is filled with illustrative anecdotes, 
including some from her own life growing up or as a parent herself.  Is grit the magic 
answer to get kids to achieve?  Probably not, but Duckworth makes a compelling case 
that it plays a role, and teachers would be remiss not to explore how the concept of grit
can be incorporated into their own classrooms.
 

Pleasure Recom m endation 

  

Frankie Presto is one of the most talented musicians to walk the earth.  Unfortunately, 
he is dead, and Music has come to reclaim the talent Frankie took upon his birth. 
 Frankie?s life has been marked by moments of darkest tragedy and the power of music 
to transform a life.  He started as a Spanish war orphan and was adopted by his blind 
guitar teacher, who, in an effort to make sure Frankie was safe, sent him to America 
with only his guitar and six magical strings.  Music, with the help of occasional chapters 
from the perspectives of famous musicians, tells Frankie?s remarkable story: 
impersonating Elvis, becoming a rock star in his own right, playing Woodstock, 
disappearing from the limelight, and returning for one
spectacular final performance.

Everything about this book is beautiful, but what I found most inspiring was the 
relationship between Frankie and his music teacher, El M aestro.  Albom beautifully 
describes the relationship between the two, highlighting the power students and 
teachers have to inspire each other.  This is a must read for all teachers as we head back 
to school this fall to remind us of the power of the teacher-student relationship. 
 Coupled with Albom?s beautiful writing, this book is sure to
become a classic.
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Frankie Presto is one of the most talented musicians to walk the earth.  Unfortunately, 
he is dead, and Music has come to reclaim the talent Frankie took upon his birth. 
 Frankie?s life has been marked by moments of darkest tragedy and the power of music 
to transform a life.  He started as a Spanish war orphan and was adopted by his blind 
guitar teacher, who, in an effort to make sure Frankie was safe, sent him to America 
with only his guitar and six magical strings.  Music, with the help of occasional chapters 
from the perspectives of famous musicians, tells Frankie?s remarkable story: 
impersonating Elvis, becoming a rock star in his own right, playing Woodstock, 
disappearing from the limelight, and returning for one spectacular final performance.

Everything about this book is beautiful, but what I found most inspiring was the 
relationship between Frankie and his music teacher, El M aestro.  Albom beautifully 
describes the relationship between the two, highlighting the power students and 
teachers have to inspire each other.  This is a must read for all teachers as we head back 
to school this fall to remind us of the power of the teacher-student relationship. Coupled 
with Albom?s beautiful writing, this book is sure to become a classic.
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Partner ing with Parents of 
Accelerated and Gifted Learners

Parents want to help and support their 
children but often are unsure how. Factor 
in the challenge of high achieving/gifted 
students and parents are often left 
searching for tips, tricks, strategies, and 
advice. Then add that today?s curriculum 
demands are very different than how 
parents were educated. This creates a 
challenge because parents tend to try to 
help their children in the same ways they 
were taught. As teachers, we can bring 
these parents on board as partners when 
we keep a few things in mind.  The 
following tips are equally helpful for 
teachers AN D parents--please share!

Curricular differences today include a 
shift from memorizing facts and content 
to learning to think about information. 
Today, curriculum pushes students to 
think beyond the lower levels of 
remembering, merely understanding, and 
applying skills. H igher level thinking 
demands that students analyze and 
evaluate information as well as learn 21st 
century skills of communication, 
collaboration, critical thinking, and 
creativity. This means that parents who 
want to support curriculum goals often 
find themselves turning to educators for 
guidance.
 
As an educator, I find--first and 
foremost--transparency my ally. The 
more ?transparent? I make my classroom, 
the more informed and supportive parents 
can be. Expectations are clear upfront and 
I make it no secret that I welcome 
questions, comments, concerns, etc...any 
feedback helps me best serve families. I 
also teach my students, and subsequently 
families, that feedback is a tool for growth. 
Telling a child ?good job? or putting a 
symbol (smiley face, A, 100%) on a paper 
does nothing to help a child improve. Sure 
we all like the warm fuzzies, but with a 
growth mindset, suggestions and tips for 
further improvement is always valued. 
This holds true for every person invested 
in the child: teacher, parent, and child 
himself/herself.  If all parties are open and 
honest with reciprocal feedback, everyone 
wins.

Feedback is especially important to 
parents. Knowing exactly what a child is 
doing well and areas a child needs further 
development in helps a parent support 
his/her child better. This is also critical to 
understanding today?s curriculum and 
learning goals. Just as we strive to make 
our learning goals/targets clear to students, 
we benefit from making them clear to 
parents as well. I find it particularly helpful 
to identify a learning continuum for 
students and parents so that they can see a 
trajectory of skill progression.

A learning continuum is essential for 
students. There are many reasons. For 
instance, gifted learners tend to learn at a 
more rapid pace because they need fewer 
repetitions than typical learners. A skill 
that is learned and mastered in one or two 
tries means that the student is ready for 
what is next to come in the curriculum or 
continuum. This is also important 
because gifted learners benefit from 
acceleration and if you have a map telling 
you where you are headed and are 
traveling at increased speed, navigation 
through curricular goals is more 
successful. A learning continuum is also 
beneficial when teachers and parents want 
to enrich the curriculum with more depth 
and complexity. When slowing the pace 
down to do more critical thinking, it helps 
keep everyone still moving forward while 
taking those detours.

So how can parents ensure that they are 
partners in their gifted/advanced child?s 
learning journey? First, share your 
learning continuum or curriculum map. 
While teachers need to keep the entire 
picture in mind, parents benefit from 
viewing goals in smaller parts. I find it 
helpful to give parents the current goal or 
target and the next two or so in 
progression so that they can have a clearer 
sense of how to support. Parents also need 
to ask how they can specifically help if 
necessary. Parents are the ?experts? on 
their child and teachers are the ?experts? 
on the pedagogy. Finding a balance 
between the two takes open lines of 
communication. 

Unfortunately most parents are not 
educators so we have to keep suggestions 
broad at times. One of the best ways a 
parent can support his or her child is to 
help create pride in learning. Something 
as simple as checking for accuracy is how 
parents can support students. Whether it 
be looking over conventions like spelling 
or punctuation, or accuracy in math 
answers, parents can be great tools. It is 
important however to keep the tone light 
and encouraging. For example, rather 
than tell a child something is ?wrong,? 
suggest that he check a particular part. 
Even tell him that you disagree and have 
the child prove he is correct (which 
should point out the mistake). Go as far as 
to challenge something that is correct so 
that your child gets to prove you wrong 
too! This goes a long way in a classroom 
because, when a teacher does this, it helps 
children learn that mistakes are part of 
learning! I love it when a child respectfully 
challenges my thinking!

Of course parents of gifted/advanced 
learners often have the added struggle of 
dealing with perfectionism. This makes 
going over work with the child very 
stressful because often the child is 
thinking in extremes: everything is black 
and white, right or wrong. There is no in 
between for these ?all or nothing? thinkers. 
?Perfectionism means that you can never 
fail, you always need approval, and if you 
come in second, you?re a loser?  (it) is not 
about doing your best or striving for high 
goals.? (Delisle and Galbraith 2009). If 
your child is a perfectionist, work with 
his/her teacher. I actually write goals into 
a student?s written educational plan to 
address this: ?______ will learn to set 
realistic goals and accept setbacks as part of 
the learning process.? Goal setting is a 
great way to help your child feel a sense of 
accomplishment as well as learn to accept 
disappointment if a goal is not met or 
needs to be modified.

Another way parents can help support 
their gifted/advanced learners is to let 
them fail. As parents, our instincts are to 
protect and shield our children, but this 
can have a negative effect. Life is full of 
setbacks and disappointments so helping 
your sensitive child learn about failure in a 
secure environment is a must. Parents 
need to let their child accept the 
consequences of his actions. If a student 
forgets to bring his homework to school, 
he should experience the repercussion. 
M aking excuses or delivering an 
assignment bails him out and robs the 
child of an opportunity to learn from 
receiving a natural consequence. I teach 
my students that ?M om didn?t forget to 
put your homework in your backpack. 
That is your responsibility.? I go on to 
further make an analogy: ?If M om or Dad 
forgets to pay the electric bill, the electric 
company will still charge a late fee.  If they 
forget to submit their tax forms on time, 
the government won?t go easy on them.?

As M raz and Hertz state, ?[F]ailures are 
feedback. They may still hurt, but they are 
not endpoints; they are signposts on ways 
to proceed in the future? (2015). 
Cultivating a growth mindset in students 
is key. Parents and teachers can help 
children embrace that they are works in 
progress, and model this as well. Show 
how you continue learning new things 
because you are putting effort into 
continually developing your potential. 
This contradicts the more prevalent ?fixed 
mindset? where one believes that she has 
traits, habits, personality, or abilities that 
are set and cannot be improved upon. A 
gifted learner who might be a poor speller 
should still be encouraged to practice and 
increase her high frequency written 
vocabulary while being encouraged to use 
supports when available. Empowering 
your child to recognize areas for further 
growth helps to make her more resilient, 
persistent, and flexible.

Finally when it comes to curriculum, 
know that your gifted/advanced learners 
need to be pushed and challenged to think 
at higher levels, and make this clear to 
parents. This often means that you will 
assign open-ended tasks that often do not 
have clear criteria or expectations. In fact 
the more open ended, the more room for 
creativity. Even a rubric outlining levels of 
expectations can be limiting, so you will 
often be intentionally ?vague?! Often, 
that is a great thing. This lack of specific 
guidelines can feel like a road block to 
families but in order to promote depth 
and complexity in thinking, open-ended 
questions and prompts are necessary.

N avigating today?s curriculum can be 
challenging for any parent, but often even 
more so for parents of gifted/advanced 
learners. Unique needs and issues mean 
that parents and teachers must work 
together not only to support learners on 
educational journeys but also instill 
healthy habits for lifelong learning and 
growth. 

As you consider your gifted/advanced 
students, remember these tips: 

Be willing to provide specific feedback 

Establish open lines of communication 
with parents 

Show parents how to positively encourage 
a child to submit his/her best work 

Remind parents that they need to let a 
child FAI L, make mistakes, and be held 
accountable 

Cultivate a growth mindset 

Remind parents that open ended tasks 
should frustrate their child in a healthy 
way. Doing so will help you partner with 
parents so a child can be successful as he 
prepares for any future challenge he may 
face.

Delisle, J. & Galbraith, J. (2002). When 
Gifted Kids Don't Have All the Answers: 
How To Meet Their Social and Emotional 
Needs. M inneapolis, M N .: Free Spirit 
Publishing, Inc.

M raz, K. & Hertz, C. (2015). A Mindset 
for Learning. Portsmouth, N H: 
Heinemann. 
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advice. Then add that today?s curriculum demands are very different 
than how parents were educated. This creates a challenge because 
parents tend to try to help their children in the same ways they were 
taught. As teachers, we can bring these parents on board as partners 
when we keep a few things in mind.  The following tips are equally 
helpful for teachers AN D parents--please share!

Curricular differences today include a shift from memorizing facts and 
content to learning to think about information. Today, curriculum 
pushes students to think beyond the lower levels of remembering, 
merely understanding, and applying skills. H igher level thinking 
demands that students analyze and evaluate information as well as learn 
21st century skills of communication, collaboration, critical thinking, 
and creativity. This means that parents who want to support 
curriculum goals often find themselves turning to educators for 
guidance.
 
As an educator, I find--first and foremost--transparency my ally. The 
more ?transparent? I make my classroom, the more informed and 
supportive parents can be. Expectations are clear upfront and I make it 
no secret that I welcome questions, comments, concerns, etc...any 
feedback helps me best serve families. I also teach my students, and 
subsequently families, that feedback is a tool for growth. Telling a child 
?good job? or putting a symbol (smiley face, A, 100%) on a paper does 
nothing to help a child improve. Sure we all like the warm fuzzies, but 
with a growth mindset, suggestions and tips for further improvement is 
always valued. This holds true for every person invested in the child: 
teacher, parent, and child himself/herself.  If all parties are open and 
honest with reciprocal feedback, everyone wins.

Feedback is especially important to parents. Knowing exactly what a 
child is doing well and areas a child needs further development in helps 
a parent support his/her child better. This is also critical to 
understanding today?s curriculum and learning goals. Just as we strive 
to make our learning goals/targets clear to students, we benefit from 
making them clear to parents as well. I find it particularly helpful to 
identify a learning continuum for students and parents so that they can 
see a trajectory of skill progression.

A learning continuum is essential for students. There are many reasons. 
For instance, gifted learners tend to learn at a more rapid pace because 
they need fewer repetitions than typical learners. A skill that is learned 
and mastered in one or two tries means that the student is ready for 
what is next to come in the curriculum or continuum. This is also 
important because gifted learners benefit from acceleration and if you 
have a map telling you where you are headed and are traveling at 
increased speed, navigation through curricular goals is more successful. 
A learning continuum is also beneficial when teachers and parents want 
to enrich the curriculum with more depth and complexity. When 
slowing the pace down to do more critical thinking, it helps keep 
everyone still moving forward while taking those detours.

So how can parents ensure that they are partners in their 
gifted/advanced child?s learning journey? First, share your learning 
continuum or curriculum map. While teachers need to keep the entire 
picture in mind, parents benefit from viewing goals in smaller parts. I 
find it helpful to give parents the current goal or target and the next two 
or so in progression so that they can have a clearer sense of how to 
support. Parents also need to ask how they can specifically help if 
necessary. Parents are the ?experts? on their child and teachers are the 
?experts? on the pedagogy. Finding a balance between the two takes 
open lines of communication. 

Unfortunately most parents are not educators so we have to keep 
suggestions broad at times. One of the best ways a parent can support 
his or her child is to help create pride in learning. Something as simple 
as checking for accuracy is how parents can support students. Whether 
it be looking over conventions like spelling or punctuation, or accuracy 
in math answers, parents can be great tools. It is important however to 
keep the tone light and encouraging. For example, rather than tell a 
child something is ?wrong,? suggest that he check a particular part. 
Even tell him that you disagree and have the child prove he is correct 
(which should point out the mistake). Go as far as to challenge 
something that is correct so that your child gets to prove you wrong 
too! This goes a long way in a classroom because, when a teacher does 
this, it helps children learn that mistakes are part of learning! I love it 
when a child respectfully challenges my thinking!

Of course parents of gifted/advanced learners often have the added 
struggle of dealing with perfectionism. This makes going over work 
with the child very stressful because often the child is thinking in 
extremes: everything is black and white, right or wrong. There is no in 
between for these ?all or nothing? thinkers. ?Perfectionism means that 
you can never fail, you always need approval, and if you come in 
second, you?re a loser?  (it) is not about doing your best or striving for 
high goals.? (Delisle and Galbraith 2009). If your child is a 
perfectionist, work with his/her teacher. I actually write goals into a 
student?s written educational plan to address this: ?______ will learn to 
set realistic goals and accept setbacks as part of the learning process.? 
Goal setting is a great way to help your child feel a sense of 
accomplishment as well as learn to accept disappointment if a goal is not 
met or needs to be modified.

Another way parents can help support their gifted/advanced learners is 
to let them fail. As parents, our instincts are to protect and shield our 
children, but this can have a negative effect. Life is full of setbacks and 
disappointments so helping your sensitive child learn about failure in a 
secure environment is a must. Parents need to let their child accept the 
consequences of his actions. If a student forgets to bring his homework 
to school, he should experience the repercussion. M aking excuses or 
delivering an assignment bails him out and robs the child of an 
opportunity to learn from receiving a natural consequence. I teach my 
students that ?M om didn?t forget to put your homework in your 
backpack. That is your responsibility.? I go on to further make an 
analogy: ?If M om or Dad forgets to pay the electric bill, the electric 
company will still charge a late fee.  If they forget to submit their tax 
forms on time, the government won?t go easy on them.?

As M raz and Hertz state, ?[F]ailures are feedback. They may still hurt, 
but they are not endpoints; they are signposts on ways to proceed in the 
future? (2015). Cultivating a growth mindset in students is key. Parents 
and teachers can help children embrace that they are works in progress, 
and model this as well. Show how you continue learning new things 
because you are putting effort into continually developing your 
potential. This contradicts the more prevalent ?fixed mindset? where 
one believes that she has traits, habits, personality, or abilities that are 
set and cannot be improved upon. A gifted learner who might be a poor 
speller should still be encouraged to practice and increase her high 
frequency written vocabulary while being encouraged to use supports 
when available. Empowering your child to recognize areas for further 
growth helps to make her more resilient, persistent, and flexible.

Finally when it comes to curriculum, know that your gifted/advanced 
learners need to be pushed and challenged to think at higher levels, and 
make this clear to parents. This often means that you will assign 
open-ended tasks that often do not have clear criteria or expectations. 
In fact the more open ended, the more room for creativity. Even a 
rubric outlining levels of expectations can be limiting, so you will often 
be intentionally ?vague?! Often, that is a great thing. This lack of 
specific guidelines can feel like a road block to families but in order to 
promote depth and complexity in thinking, open-ended questions and 
prompts are necessary.

N avigating today?s curriculum can be challenging for any parent, but 
often even more so for parents of gifted/advanced learners. Unique 
needs and issues mean that parents and teachers must work together not 
only to support learners on educational journeys but also instill healthy 
habits for lifelong learning and growth. 

As you consider your gifted/advanced students, remember these tips: 

Be willing to provide specific feedback 

Establish open lines of communication with parents 

Show parents how to positively encourage a child to submit his/her best 
work 

Remind parents that they need to let a child FAI L, make mistakes, and 
be held accountable 

Cultivate a growth mindset 

Remind parents that open ended tasks should frustrate their child in a 
healthy way. Doing so will help you partner with parents so a child can 
be successful as he prepares for any future challenge he may face.

Delisle, J. & Galbraith, J. (2002). When Gifted Kids Don't Have All the 
Answers: How To Meet Their Social and Emotional Needs. M inneapolis, 
M N .: Free Spirit Publishing, Inc.

M raz, K. & Hertz, C. (2015). A Mindset for Learning. Portsmouth, N H: 
Heinemann. 



no secret that I welcome questions, comments, concerns, etc...any 
feedback helps me best serve families. I also teach my students, and 
subsequently families, that feedback is a tool for growth. Telling a child 
?good job? or putting a symbol (smiley face, A, 100%) on a paper does 
nothing to help a child improve. Sure we all like the warm fuzzies, but 
with a growth mindset, suggestions and tips for further improvement is 
always valued. This holds true for every person invested in the child: 
teacher, parent, and child himself/herself.  If all parties are open and 
honest with reciprocal feedback, everyone wins.

Feedback is especially important to parents. Knowing exactly what a 
child is doing well and areas a child needs further development in helps 
a parent support his/her child better. This is also critical to 
understanding today?s curriculum and learning goals. Just as we strive 
to make our learning goals/targets clear to students, we benefit from 
making them clear to parents as well. I find it particularly helpful to 
identify a learning continuum for students and parents so that they can 
see a trajectory of skill progression.

A learning continuum is essential for students. There are many reasons. 
For instance, gifted learners tend to learn at a more rapid pace because 
they need fewer repetitions than typical learners. A skill that is learned 
and mastered in one or two tries means that the student is ready for 
what is next to come in the curriculum or continuum. This is also 
important because gifted learners benefit from acceleration and if you 
have a map telling you where you are headed and are traveling at 
increased speed, navigation through curricular goals is more successful. 
A learning continuum is also beneficial when teachers and parents want 
to enrich the curriculum with more depth and complexity. When 
slowing the pace down to do more critical thinking, it helps keep 
everyone still moving forward while taking those detours.

So how can parents ensure that they are partners in their 
gifted/advanced child?s learning journey? First, share your learning 
continuum or curriculum map. While teachers need to keep the entire 
picture in mind, parents benefit from viewing goals in smaller parts. I 
find it helpful to give parents the current goal or target and the next two 
or so in progression so that they can have a clearer sense of how to 
support. Parents also need to ask how they can specifically help if 
necessary. Parents are the ?experts? on their child and teachers are the 
?experts? on the pedagogy. Finding a balance between the two takes 
open lines of communication. 

Unfortunately most parents are not educators so we have to keep 
suggestions broad at times. One of the best ways a parent can support 
his or her child is to help create pride in learning. Something as simple 
as checking for accuracy is how parents can support students. Whether 
it be looking over conventions like spelling or punctuation, or accuracy 
in math answers, parents can be great tools. It is important however to 
keep the tone light and encouraging. For example, rather than tell a 
child something is ?wrong,? suggest that he check a particular part. 
Even tell him that you disagree and have the child prove he is correct 
(which should point out the mistake). Go as far as to challenge 
something that is correct so that your child gets to prove you wrong 
too! This goes a long way in a classroom because, when a teacher does 
this, it helps children learn that mistakes are part of learning! I love it 
when a child respectfully challenges my thinking!

Of course parents of gifted/advanced learners often have the added 
struggle of dealing with perfectionism. This makes going over work 
with the child very stressful because often the child is thinking in 
extremes: everything is black and white, right or wrong. There is no in 
between for these ?all or nothing? thinkers. ?Perfectionism means that 
you can never fail, you always need approval, and if you come in 
second, you?re a loser?  (it) is not about doing your best or striving for 
high goals.? (Delisle and Galbraith 2009). If your child is a 
perfectionist, work with his/her teacher. I actually write goals into a 
student?s written educational plan to address this: ?______ will learn to 
set realistic goals and accept setbacks as part of the learning process.? 
Goal setting is a great way to help your child feel a sense of 
accomplishment as well as learn to accept disappointment if a goal is not 
met or needs to be modified.

Another way parents can help support their gifted/advanced learners is 
to let them fail. As parents, our instincts are to protect and shield our 
children, but this can have a negative effect. Life is full of setbacks and 
disappointments so helping your sensitive child learn about failure in a 
secure environment is a must. Parents need to let their child accept the 
consequences of his actions. If a student forgets to bring his homework 
to school, he should experience the repercussion. M aking excuses or 
delivering an assignment bails him out and robs the child of an 
opportunity to learn from receiving a natural consequence. I teach my 
students that ?M om didn?t forget to put your homework in your 
backpack. That is your responsibility.? I go on to further make an 
analogy: ?If M om or Dad forgets to pay the electric bill, the electric 
company will still charge a late fee.  If they forget to submit their tax 
forms on time, the government won?t go easy on them.?

As M raz and Hertz state, ?[F]ailures are feedback. They may still hurt, 
but they are not endpoints; they are signposts on ways to proceed in the 
future? (2015). Cultivating a growth mindset in students is key. Parents 
and teachers can help children embrace that they are works in progress, 
and model this as well. Show how you continue learning new things 
because you are putting effort into continually developing your 
potential. This contradicts the more prevalent ?fixed mindset? where 
one believes that she has traits, habits, personality, or abilities that are 
set and cannot be improved upon. A gifted learner who might be a poor 
speller should still be encouraged to practice and increase her high 
frequency written vocabulary while being encouraged to use supports 
when available. Empowering your child to recognize areas for further 
growth helps to make her more resilient, persistent, and flexible.

Finally when it comes to curriculum, know that your gifted/advanced 
learners need to be pushed and challenged to think at higher levels, and 
make this clear to parents. This often means that you will assign 
open-ended tasks that often do not have clear criteria or expectations. 
In fact the more open ended, the more room for creativity. Even a 
rubric outlining levels of expectations can be limiting, so you will often 
be intentionally ?vague?! Often, that is a great thing. This lack of 
specific guidelines can feel like a road block to families but in order to 
promote depth and complexity in thinking, open-ended questions and 
prompts are necessary.

N avigating today?s curriculum can be challenging for any parent, but 
often even more so for parents of gifted/advanced learners. Unique 
needs and issues mean that parents and teachers must work together not 
only to support learners on educational journeys but also instill healthy 
habits for lifelong learning and growth. 

As you consider your gifted/advanced students, remember these tips: 

Be willing to provide specific feedback 

Establish open lines of communication with parents 

Show parents how to positively encourage a child to submit his/her best 
work 

Remind parents that they need to let a child FAI L, make mistakes, and 
be held accountable 

Cultivate a growth mindset 

Remind parents that open ended tasks should frustrate their child in a 
healthy way. Doing so will help you partner with parents so a child can 
be successful as he prepares for any future challenge he may face.
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For instance, gifted learners tend to learn at a more rapid pace because 
they need fewer repetitions than typical learners. A skill that is learned 
and mastered in one or two tries means that the student is ready for 
what is next to come in the curriculum or continuum. This is also 
important because gifted learners benefit from acceleration and if you 
have a map telling you where you are headed and are traveling at 
increased speed, navigation through curricular goals is more successful. 
A learning continuum is also beneficial when teachers and parents want 
to enrich the curriculum with more depth and complexity. When 
slowing the pace down to do more critical thinking, it helps keep 
everyone still moving forward while taking those detours.

So how can parents ensure that they are partners in their 
gifted/advanced child?s learning journey? First, share your learning 
continuum or curriculum map. While teachers need to keep the entire 
picture in mind, parents benefit from viewing goals in smaller parts. I 
find it helpful to give parents the current goal or target and the next two 
or so in progression so that they can have a clearer sense of how to 
support. Parents also need to ask how they can specifically help if 
necessary. Parents are the ?experts? on their child and teachers are the 
?experts? on the pedagogy. Finding a balance between the two takes 
open lines of communication. 

Unfortunately most parents are not educators so we have to keep 
suggestions broad at times. One of the best ways a parent can support 
his or her child is to help create pride in learning. Something as simple 
as checking for accuracy is how parents can support students. Whether 
it be looking over conventions like spelling or punctuation, or accuracy 
in math answers, parents can be great tools. It is important however to 
keep the tone light and encouraging. For example, rather than tell a 
child something is ?wrong,? suggest that he check a particular part. 
Even tell him that you disagree and have the child prove he is correct 
(which should point out the mistake). Go as far as to challenge 
something that is correct so that your child gets to prove you wrong 
too! This goes a long way in a classroom because, when a teacher does 
this, it helps children learn that mistakes are part of learning! I love it 
when a child respectfully challenges my thinking!

Of course parents of gifted/advanced learners often have the added 
struggle of dealing with perfectionism. This makes going over work 
with the child very stressful because often the child is thinking in 
extremes: everything is black and white, right or wrong. There is no in 
between for these ?all or nothing? thinkers. ?Perfectionism means that 
you can never fail, you always need approval, and if you come in 
second, you?re a loser?  (it) is not about doing your best or striving for 
high goals.? (Delisle and Galbraith 2009). If your child is a 
perfectionist, work with his/her teacher. I actually write goals into a 
student?s written educational plan to address this: ?______ will learn to 
set realistic goals and accept setbacks as part of the learning process.? 
Goal setting is a great way to help your child feel a sense of 
accomplishment as well as learn to accept disappointment if a goal is not 
met or needs to be modified.

Another way parents can help support their gifted/advanced learners is 
to let them fail. As parents, our instincts are to protect and shield our 
children, but this can have a negative effect. Life is full of setbacks and 
disappointments so helping your sensitive child learn about failure in a 
secure environment is a must. Parents need to let their child accept the 
consequences of his actions. If a student forgets to bring his homework 
to school, he should experience the repercussion. M aking excuses or 
delivering an assignment bails him out and robs the child of an 
opportunity to learn from receiving a natural consequence. I teach my 
students that ?M om didn?t forget to put your homework in your 
backpack. That is your responsibility.? I go on to further make an 
analogy: ?If M om or Dad forgets to pay the electric bill, the electric 
company will still charge a late fee.  If they forget to submit their tax 
forms on time, the government won?t go easy on them.?

As M raz and Hertz state, ?[F]ailures are feedback. They may still hurt, 
but they are not endpoints; they are signposts on ways to proceed in the 
future? (2015). Cultivating a growth mindset in students is key. Parents 
and teachers can help children embrace that they are works in progress, 
and model this as well. Show how you continue learning new things 
because you are putting effort into continually developing your 
potential. This contradicts the more prevalent ?fixed mindset? where 
one believes that she has traits, habits, personality, or abilities that are 
set and cannot be improved upon. A gifted learner who might be a poor 
speller should still be encouraged to practice and increase her high 
frequency written vocabulary while being encouraged to use supports 
when available. Empowering your child to recognize areas for further 
growth helps to make her more resilient, persistent, and flexible.

Finally when it comes to curriculum, know that your gifted/advanced 
learners need to be pushed and challenged to think at higher levels, and 
make this clear to parents. This often means that you will assign 
open-ended tasks that often do not have clear criteria or expectations. 
In fact the more open ended, the more room for creativity. Even a 
rubric outlining levels of expectations can be limiting, so you will often 
be intentionally ?vague?! Often, that is a great thing. This lack of 
specific guidelines can feel like a road block to families but in order to 
promote depth and complexity in thinking, open-ended questions and 
prompts are necessary.

N avigating today?s curriculum can be challenging for any parent, but 
often even more so for parents of gifted/advanced learners. Unique 
needs and issues mean that parents and teachers must work together not 
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Be willing to provide specific feedback 
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Remind parents that they need to let a child FAI L, make mistakes, and 
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Remind parents that open ended tasks should frustrate their child in a 
healthy way. Doing so will help you partner with parents so a child can 
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potential. This contradicts the more prevalent ?fixed mindset? where 
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set and cannot be improved upon. A gifted learner who might be a poor 
speller should still be encouraged to practice and increase her high 
frequency written vocabulary while being encouraged to use supports 
when available. Empowering your child to recognize areas for further 
growth helps to make her more resilient, persistent, and flexible.

Finally when it comes to curriculum, know that your gifted/advanced 
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make this clear to parents. This often means that you will assign 
open-ended tasks that often do not have clear criteria or expectations. 
In fact the more open ended, the more room for creativity. Even a 
rubric outlining levels of expectations can be limiting, so you will often 
be intentionally ?vague?! Often, that is a great thing. This lack of 
specific guidelines can feel like a road block to families but in order to 
promote depth and complexity in thinking, open-ended questions and 
prompts are necessary.

N avigating today?s curriculum can be challenging for any parent, but 
often even more so for parents of gifted/advanced learners. Unique 
needs and issues mean that parents and teachers must work together not 
only to support learners on educational journeys but also instill healthy 
habits for lifelong learning and growth. 
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